


“The quality of 
our lives is largely

determined by the
quality of the questions

we’re willing to ask
ourselves.”  
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About
MINDFUL INQUIRIES™  is a tool for personal and
professional development. This digital file contains
32 questions designed to guide and support
individual inquiry and self-reflection.

MINDFUL INQUIRIES™  was created as a resource 
 for  self-awareness and self-regulation, which
are not only widely regarded as essential practices
for health and well-being, but are requisite for
anyone in leadership or in positions of service to
others.  

Fundamentally, inquiry-based practices help us
reveal the nature of your own minds in the service
of greater coherence with our bodies and spirits--
our wholeness.  We encourage you to write, draw,
or journal the insights that arise for you. 
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What practices can I
integrate into my day

to enhance the
quality of my life?



What area(s) of my
life would benefit

from the ideas and
views of others?



What do I notice
most? Why is that?



Do I know how to
redirect my mind?



Do I understand the
source of my own

frustration and
anxieties?



What gifts could I
share freely with

others?



Do I have the skills to
communicate in 

non-violent ways?



Do I have the
courage to be self-

compassionate?



What am I interested
in creating?



What is one thing I
want to learn more

about or wish I 
understood better?



Can I differentiate
between my

emotions and those
of others?



Am I in touch with
my own feelings?



What do I enjoy
devoting my energy
to? (what am I for,
versus what am I

against?)



How has life been “fair”
or “unfair” to me?



For what missteps or
perceived failures can

I forgive myself?



What am I consistently
grateful for? 

 
Why?



What truth do I need
to accept (integrate)?



Can I envision a 
“happy future” for

myself?



What activities can I
integrate to bring

more laughter into
my life?



How do I show
kindness to myself?



Can I love (accept)
all of me? 

 (my mind, body,
emotions, and spirit)?



Am I open to
self-growth? 



Do I know how to
remain calm in the

midst of chaos?



What challenges
have I overcome?



Do I know what to do
to improve the

conditions of my life?
Could I transcend

them instead?



What is my favorite
"superpower"?



What aspect or area
of my life is asking
me to “do better”?



What aspects of my
life have I outsourced,

and to whom or
what?



What is the last
creative thing I did as

part of a group?



What does my own
intolerance show me

about myself?



What does my own
intolerance show me
where I must grow?



In who or what do I
really trust? 

 
Why?



What joyful activity
can I choose to

experience today?



You are essential.
Our world needs

YOU!
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